
STARFIGHTERS PINBALL FESTIVAL 2022

Tournament Hours
● Phase One Friday, February 4 - 6pm - 10pm
● Phase Two Saturday, February 5 - 10am - 7:30pm
● Finals Sunday, February 6 - 10am - 6pm
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QUICK OVERVIEW
S.P.F (Starfighters Pinball Festival) is Matchplay For All.  Three days of matchplay pinball
competition, with no players eliminated until the conclusion of the second day. All players
compete together in group matchplay on Day 1 (Friday), with the quality of their play
determining whether they go into Division A, B or C for Day 2 (Saturday). All players compete
only against their division on Day 2, with the quality of their play determining whether they
advance to finals on Day 3 (Sunday). The event will have a maximum of 108 players.

TOURNAMENT STRUCTURE

● Phase One - Qualifying to determine divisions
○ Friday, 5:00pm - 5:45pm Registration, 6:00pm sharp start time
○ Four-player group match play for 6 rounds, Using matchplay.events, balanced

player pairings and games with 7, 5, 3, 1 scoring.
■ Matchplay.events balanced pairings definition: A thorough attempt will be

made to pair players with random opponents they haven't faced before in
the tournament.

○ Players will be divided into divisions at the conclusion of 6 rounds.
○ Points will carry over from Phase One to Phase Two for A/B Divisions. C division

will start Phase Two qualifying fresh with no points carried over.
○ Players per division:

■ 108 players = 36 players in each division.
■ 97-107 players = 36 players in A and B, remainder in C
■ 96 players = 32 players in each division
■ Fewer than 96 players = 32 players in A Division with B & C Divisions

divided as evenly as possible with preference to multiples of 4 in B.
○ Ties to determine division placement

■ Ties will be broken using matchplay.events tie breaking system (most first
place finishes followed by most second place finishes) if there is a tie on a
tie, that will been broken with the player’s  IFPA Ranking (higher ranking =
higher division).

● Phase Two - Division play - qualifying for finals
○ Four rounds of 3 games each, four-player group match play in tiered swiss

pairings to determine top 16 advancing to finals with 7, 5, 3, 1 scoring
○ Note start times for rounds below.  Rounds will start no sooner than the indicated

start time.  Delays in a prior round may cause a delay in start time. All players
are expected to be present in the tournament area at the indicated start
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time.

○ Saturday, 9:00am - 9:45am check-in, 10:00am sharp start time
■ Round one: 10:00am
■ Round two: 12:00pm
■ Break after round two for all players
■ Round three: 3:00pm
■ Round four: 5:00pm

○ Conclusion of qualifying
■ Top 16 qualifiers in each division will advance to Finals on Sunday.
■ Players with a potential tie related to finals should remain near the

tournament desk after round 4 to await information about tiebreaking.
■ Tie-breakers will be on for Phase 2 qualifying based on most 1st and 2nd

place finishes and used for finals seeding ties only.
■ Significant ties for advancing to finals will be broken by a one-game

tiebreaker on a random game.

● Finals - Top 16 in each division
○ Finals rounds consist of 3 games, four-player group match play with 7, 5, 3, 1

scoring.
○ All players will be required to check in at the tournament desk between 9:30am

and 10:00am on Sunday.
○ Any player not checked in by 10:00am will be replaced by an alternate player.
○ In all rounds, the player with the highest qualifying seed in their group will get

position and bank choice.  The remaining players in the group will choose their
play order in order of seeding for game 1.  For subsequent games in the same
round, the last place finisher of the previous game receives first choice of order of
play for the next game.  The remaining players choose their order in ascending
order of finish of the previous game. You can not pick the same bank twice.

○ Round 1 - Quarter-Finals
■ Group 1: Seeds 1, 8, 9, 16
■ Group 2: Seeds 2, 7, 10, 15
■ Group 3: Seeds 3, 6, 11, 14
■ Group 4: Seeds 4, 5, 12, 13

○ Round 2 - Semi-Finals
■ Top two players from each round 1 group, for a total of eight players, will

advance to the second round.
■ All 8 players will be re-ranked according to their qualifying seed, and

assigned into 2 groups as follows:
■ Group 1: 1, 4, 5, 8
■ Group 2: 2, 3, 6, 7

○ Round 3 - Final Round
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■ Two players from each round 2 group, for a total of four players, will
advance to the final round.

■ All 4 players will be re-ranked according to qualifying seed.
○ Tie-breaking during finals

■ Any significant ties for advancing to the next round or determining final
placement will be broken by a random one-game playoff

● Division Restrictions
○ IFPA ranking will be recorded as of January 4, 2022 one month before the

tournament to determine division restrictions.
○ Top 250 players in the world will be restricted to A Division.
○ All players will advance to division qualifying, but restricted players will be forced

into A division.
○ Restrictions will not change the number of players in any given division.
○ Points will carry over from Phase 1 qualifying to Phase 2 qualifying for A and B

divisions. C division points will not carry forward to Phase 2.
○ Runaway games will be determined by tournament directors.  If a runaway game

has been called and another player beats the runaway score, both players will
score 7 points.
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PRIZES

Based on 108 Players.

A Division B Division C Division

1st $2,000 $400 $125

2nd $800 $300 $80

3rd $500 $200 $60

4th $300 $100 $50

5th $110 $70 $40

6th $110 $70 $40

7th $110 $70 $40

8th $110 $70 $40

9th $70 $50 $30

10th $70 $50 $30

11th $70 $50 $30

12th $70 $50 $30

13th $50 $40 $20

14th $50 $40 $20

15th $50 $40 $20

16th $50 $40 $20
***10% of entry fee will be donated to our charities of choice
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MALFUNCTIONS & RULINGS
Most malfunctions, rulings, and personal conduct expectations are governed by the full IFPA/PAPA
ruleset. The specific rules below supersede the full PAPA ruleset, found at IFPA/PAPA Rules

1. Major Malfunctions

If a major malfunction occurs that will require significant repairs, tournament officials may declare a
"Disabled Machine" (see section below). Because the tournament needs to move quickly from round to
round, it is not possible to make significant repairs during a match. A new machine will be assigned to
the group for immediate play, and the game in progress will be declared void.

In the event that two or more different major malfunctions take place during the same game, the
machine will be declared "Disabled" and a new machine will be assigned to the group for immediate
play. During final rounds, if the first machine in a set is disabled, the machine set selection process will
be restarted, if possible.

2. Beneficial Malfunctions

Any situation which indicates the presence of a beneficial malfunction should be brought to the
attention of tournament officials immediately. Any player who intentionally takes advantage of a
significant beneficial malfunction may be given a score of zero by tournament officials.

Examples of significant beneficial malfunctions include a machine giving an unearned multiball by
releasing locked balls, placing two balls in the plunger lane, or kicking additional balls into play when not
an intended part of gameplay. In these situations, the player must immediately drain all additional balls,
or trap the balls so that tournament officials can do so. Any player who intentionally plays an unearned
multiball will be given a score of zero by tournament officials.

If a beneficial malfunction has significantly increased the score of any player(s), affected players' scores
will be void, as described in "Catastrophic Malfunctions". Tournament officials will determine whether it is
appropriate to continue play on the same machine or declare it Disabled.

3. Disabled Machines

Any tournament machine that breaks down during play will be attended to by technicians as soon as
possible. In the event that a breakdown cannot be repaired, the machine may be taken out of service
temporarily or permanently. Results on that machine from prior rounds will not be disqualified, and the
machine will be replaced by another machine selected by tournament officials.

Tournament officials may choose to disable a machine for any reason during or between rounds of play.
Typical reasons may include malfunctions, incorrect settings, or unusually long playtime.
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MACHINE SETTINGS
Most rules governing machine settings are identical to the full PAPA ruleset. The specific rules below
supersede the fullPAPA ruleset, found at IFPA/PAPA Rules.

1. Software Settings
Please note that older machines may have different settings, such as allowable extra balls, five-ball play,
or a Tilt penalty of "entire game" rather than "current ball". Players will play the game "as is", even if
there is no sign indicating an expected change in machine behavior. For example, if a machine is set for
five-ball play, groups may not end the game after three balls. Please contact tournament officials if a
game is acting in an unusual way.

PLAYER CONDUCT
Most rules governing player conduct are identical to the full PAPA ruleset. The specific rules below
supersede the full PAPAruleset, found at IFPA/PAPA Rules.

1. Absences
When groups are announced, all players must proceed immediately to their assigned set of machines
and check-in with the other players in their assigned groups. If a player is absent, tournament officials
must be notified promptly. An announcement may or may not be made to attempt to locate the absent
player. Players will be given 10 minutes to get to their games before tournament directors will disqualify
them and get a score of 1.

If a player who was present initially cannot be found during the play of a group, tournament officials must
be notified promptly. That player will be allowed no more than 10 minutes to return. If he or she does not
return, that player will receive a score of 1 for the game. Each ball for that player will be plunged and left
unplayed. Any player who has more than one such absence may be disqualified from the tournament.

Any player who is absent at the beginning of two consecutive rounds without notifying tournament
officials of an emergency in advance will be disqualified from the tournament.

Any player who is not present at the beginning of finals will be disqualified and replaced by the next
lower-ranked player. Any player who is absent during final rounds will be subjected to the rules
described above for absences during group play.

At no time may any person be substituted for an absent player.

2. Disallowed Practice

Practicing on any tournament machine is strictly forbidden. Practice will be treated as interference and
penalized accordingly. Note in particular that there is no practice time for finalists at any time on
Sunday.

3. Coaching
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Coaching of any player while he or she is at a machine is not allowed and may lead to sanctions, such as
removing the coach from the area, voiding the player's game in progress, or issuing a yellow or red card.
Spectators and other players must refrain from commenting on play in a way that affects the current
game.

4. Reference Materials

No player may use reference materials of any kind, whether printed or electronic, while playing his or her
ball. Reference materials may be used at any other time, however, even during a qualifying or final round.

5. Disqualifications

Any player disqualified from a game for any reason will cease play on that game immediately and·will
receive a score of 1.  In the case of two players disqualifying themselves on the same game, they will
be tied for last.  This tie will be broken by a one-ball tiebreaker on the same game to determine which
player finishes 3rd (3 points) and which player finishes 4th (1 point).
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MISCELLANEOUS
All miscellaneous rules are identical to the full PAPA ruleset, found at IFPA/PAPA Rules. Additional
superseding rules are listed below.

1. Special Score Handling

Any player who reaches the maximum possible score on a machine that has such a limit, will receive that
score as their total. If two or more players reach the maximum possible score on the same game, those
players will be considered tied for that game.

During any round or finals, any player who causes the machine to "roll over" beyond its scoring capacity,
thereby showing a lower score than the actual score, should draw attention to this, reasonably promptly, for
other players in the round and/or available tournament directors, to avoid any confusion over the actual score.

Tournament officials may declare a player as a winner of a game in progress; that player will get a record of 7
for that game. This will generally occur only if the pace of the tournament is at risk due to exceptionally good
play. The affected player must stop playing immediately. Any other player reaching the same score in that
game will also receive a 7.

In the event that any player's order of finish is known, but specific scores are no longer retrievable, the order of
finish will be considered correct, and approximate scores may be recorded that correspond to the correct and
known order of finish.

2. Event Disruption

In the event of a power outage, large disruption, or similar circumstance that impacts the S.P.F. schedule in a
significant way, tournament officials retain the right to shorten any phase of the tournament, including but not
limited to shortening rounds, eliminating rounds, adjusting the number of qualifiers and prize amounts, or
rescheduling portions of the tournament. All decisions made by tournament coordinators in this regard are
final, and no refunds will be issued should a large disruption of the nature discussed here trigger the
enforcement of this rule. By participating in S.P.F. all players understand and accept the risk of large
disruptions outside the control of S.P.F.
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